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THE STABILITY MANIFOLD OF LOCAL ORBIFOLD ELLIPTIC QUOTIENTS
FRANCO ROTA
Abstract. In this paper, we investigate the stability manifold of local models of orbifold quotients
of elliptic curves. In particular, we describe a component of the stability manifold which maps as
a covering space onto the universal unfolding space of the mirror singularity. The construction
requires a detailed description of the McKay correspondence [9] forAN surface singularities and
a study of wall-crossing phenomena.
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1. Introduction
The space of stability conditions on a triangulated categoryD was introduced by Bridgeland
in [5], following work of Douglas on Π-stability in string theory [10]. Bridgeland shows that
the set of these stability conditions is a complex manifold Stab(D) [5], equipped with a local
isomorphism
Stab(D)→ Hom(K(D),C).
The stability manifold is fully understood in the case whenD is the derived category of coher-
ent sheaves on a smooth projective curve (see [5] for the elliptic curve, [21] for curves of positive
genus, and [3], [25] for the projective line). In the case that E is an elliptic curve, the stability
manifold acquires a mirror-symmetric interpretation, in fact, it can be expressed as aC∗-bundle
over the modular curve [7].
In this work, we find a similar description for the stability manifold associated with the orb-
ifold quotient of an elliptic curve by a group of automorphisms. Every such quotient has P1 as
coarse moduli space, and it has p1, ..., pn orbifold points with stabilizers µri at the point pi, we
denote it by P1r1,...,rn . Over the field of complex numbers, there are only two possibilities for spe-
cial automorphism groups, namely Z/4Z and Z/6Z. These give rise to three possible quotients:
P13,3,3, P14,4,2 and P16,3,2.
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The mirror partners of these quotients are simple elliptic singularities [19],[24], described by the
following equations:
E
(1,1)
6 : x
3 + y3 + z3 + λxyz;
E
(1,1)
7 : x
4 + y4 + z2 + λxyz;
E
(1,1)
8 : x
6 + y3 + z2 + λxyz.
Saito introduces the universal unfolding spaces for these singularities, and observes that its geom-
etry is regulated by elliptic root systems [26]. The main result in this paper expresses a relation
between the stability manifold of the orbifold quotients and the universal unfolding of the mirror
singularity.
Rather than the orbifold themselves, we consider their local models. This has two main ad-
vantages: the structure of an elliptic root system is more evident, and one can use the McKay
correspondence to compare the local orbifold to a smooth surface. From this point of view, local
orbifold elliptic quotients represent an analog of Kleinian singularities.
Summary of the results. Let X be one of the orbifold elliptic quotients above, embedded as
the zero section in the space Tot(ωX) of its total canonical bundle, and letD be the triangulated
category generated by sheaves supported on X , it is a K3-category. Consider K(X) ' K(D),
and the symmetric bilinear form χ : K(D)×K(D)→ Z defined as
χ(E,F ) :=
∞∑
i=0
(−1)i dimC HomD(E,F [i])
called the Euler form. We show that there is an identification ofK(D) with the root lattice of an
elliptic root system, which respects the Euler form.
Then, the Weyl groupW acts on Hom(K(D),C) and defines a set of regular orbitsXreg . We
study a fundamental domainD for this action, and find a regionU in the stability manifold which
is homeomorphic toD.
A key step in this construction is the McKay correspondence [9]: the equivalence of categories
between Db(Tot(ωX)) and the minimal resolution S of its coarse space induces an equivalence
betweenD and the triangulated categoryD′ generated by sheaves supported on the pull-back of
the zero section toS. We defineA ⊂ D as the pull-back of the standard heart Coh(S)∩D′ ⊂ D′,
and observe that (Z,A) is a stability condition for all Z ∈ D.
We show that the connected component Stab◦(D) containing the regionU coincides with the
a priori smaller region
(1) Stab†(D) :=
{
σ = (Z,P) ∈ Stab◦(D)
∣∣∣∣ (∗) : Im Z(b)Z(a) > 0
}
.
To prove that Stab◦(D) = Stab†(D), we investigate wall-crossing for some specific classes
inK(D). As a result we show Theorem 6.4:
Theorem 1.1. Let α be a root in the elliptic root lattice K(D). Let σ ∈ Stab◦(D) be generic with
respect to α. Then, there exists a σ-stable object E of class α. The object E is rigid if α is a real root,
and it varies in a family if α is imaginary.
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Seidel and Thomas [28] define autoequivalences ΦS ∈ Aut(D) associated to spherical objects
called spherical twists, we denote by Br(D) the subgroup of Aut(D) they generate. The action
of Br(D) preserves the component Stab†(D), and U is a fundamental domain for this action.
The main result of this paper is the following theorem. It extends results by Bridgeland and
Thomas [8], [30] on Kleinian singularities, and of Ikeda [15] for arbitrary root systems of sym-
metric Kac-Moody Lie algebras. Moreover, it represents a partial answer to Conjecture 1.3 in
[29].
Theorem 1.2. There is a covering map
p¯i : Stab†(D)→ Xreg/W˜ ,
and the group Z[2]× Br(D) acts as group of deck transformations.
Let Aut†(D) ⊂ Aut(D) be the subgroup of autoequivalence preserving the region Stab†(D).
Write Aut†∗(D) for the quotient of Aut†(D) by the subgroup of autoequivalences which act triv-
ially on Stab†(D).
Corollary 1.3. There is an isomorphism
Aut†∗(D) ' Z[1]× (Br(D)o Aut(Γ)) ,
Where Aut(Γ) acts on Br(D) by permuting the generators.
Remarks and further problems.
(i) from the point of view of representation theory, the categoriesD discussed here are equiv-
alent to the CY-2 completions of Ringel’s canonical algebras (see [29]);
(ii) The space Xreg/W˜ in Theorem 1.2 is the universal unfolding of the corresponding elliptic
singularity. In this sense, Theorem 1.2 is a mirror-symmetric result;
(iii) The automorphism group of a general elliptic curve E is generated by its involution ι. The
quotient [E/ι] has the formP12,2,2,2: Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 continue to hold in this case with
identical proofs. However, a mirror-symmetric interpretation seems less clear.
As in [6], [8], we expect the following properties:
Conjecture 1.4. (i) The space Stab(D) is connected, so that Stab(D) = Stab◦(D);
(ii) the space Stab(D) is simply connected. This would also show that pi1(Xreg/W˜ ) is isomor-
phic to Z[2]× Br(D).
See [15] and references therein for progress on Conjecture 1.4 in related frameworks.
Conventions. We work over the fieldC of complex numbers. All abelian and triangulated cat-
egories are assumed to beC-linear. Given a graph Γ, we write |Γ| to denote the set of its vertices.
Acknowledgements. I wish to thank my doctoral advisor, Aaron Bertram, for his guidance and
enthusiasm. I am grateful to Bronson Lim and Huachen Chen for the fruitful discussions on this
topic. I thank Arend Bayer for his helpful comments on a preliminary version of this work, and
Michael Wemyss for discussing the ideas around Lemma 5.13 with the author.
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2. Stability conditions
Stability conditions on triangulated categories were first introduced by Bridgeland and were
inspired by work of Douglas on string theory (see [5] and references therein). We recall here the
definition and basic properties of stability conditions and the stability manifold. We refer the
interested reader to the early work of Bridgeland [5], [6] and to the surveys [13], [22].
In what follows,D is a triangulated category, with Grothendieck group K(D).
Definition 2.1. A slicing of D is a collection P = {P(φ)}φ∈R of full additive subcategories of
D satisfying the following properties:
(i) Hom(P(φ1),P(φ2)) = 0 for φ1 < φ2;
(ii) for all E ∈ D there are real numbers φ1 > ... > φm, objects Ei ∈ D and a collection of
triangles
0 = E0 E1 E2 ... Em−1 Em = E
A1 A2 Am
whereAi ∈ P(φi);
(iii) P(φ)[1] = P(φ+ 1).
The extremes φ1 and φm are denoted φ+(E) and φ−(E) respectively. Given a slicing P , for
α ≤ β ∈ R we denote by P((α, β)) the extension closure of the subcategories {P(φ) : φ ∈
(α, β)} (similar definitions work for other intervals inR).
Definition 2.2. A stability condition onD is a pair σ = (Z,P) where:
(i) P is a slicing ofD;
(ii) Z : K(D)→ C is an additive homomorphism called the central charge;
and they satisfy the following properties:
(1) For any non-zeroE ∈ P(φ),
Z([E]) ∈ R>0 · eipiφ;
(2) (Support property) Fix any norm ‖·‖ onK(D). Then we require
Cσ := inf
{ |Z([E])|
‖[E]‖ : 0 6= E ∈ P(φ), φ ∈ R
}
> 0
Given a stability conditionσ = (Z,P), we’ll refer toAσ := P((0, 1]) as to the heart associated
to σ. In fact,P((α, α+ 1]) is always the heart of a bounded t-structure for all α ∈ R, and it’s an
abelian category.
IfE ∈ P((α, α+ 1]) for some α ∈ R, then we say thatE has phase φ if Z([E]) ∈ R>0 · eipiφ,
for φ ∈ (α, α + 1]. The nonzero objects of P(φ) are said to be σ-semistable of phase φ, and the
simple objects of P(φ) are said to be σ-stable.
For the general theory about bounded t-structures, we refer the reader to [4], here we only
recall the following lemma, which will be useful in what follows.
Lemma 2.3. LetA,B ⊂ D be hearts of bounded t-structures on a triangulated categoryD. IfA ⊂ B,
thenA = B.
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Proof. A consequence of the definition of bounded t-structure. 
Remark 2.4 ([5, Prop. 5.3]). When one wants to construct stability conditions it is often easier to
use an alternative definition. One can define a stability condition to be σ = (Z,A) where A
is the heart of a bounded t-structure and Z is a stability function with the Harder-Narasimhan
and support property. A stability function is a linear map Z : K(A)→ C such that any non-zero
E ∈ A, satisfies Z([E]) ∈ R>0 · eipiφ with φ ∈ (0, 1]. Then one defines φ to be the phase of E,
and declaresE to beσ-(semi)stable if for all non-zero subobjectsF ∈ A ofE,φ(F ) < (≤)φ(E).
We say that Z satisfies the HN property if for everyE ∈ A there is a unique filtration
0 = E0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ ... ⊂ En−1 ⊂ En = E
such that the quotients Ei/Ei−1 are σ-semistable of phases φi = φ(Ei/Ei−1), φ1 > φ2 > ... >
φn. The support property is the same as in Definition 2.2.
The following proposition is a useful tool to check the Harder-Narasimhan property:
Proposition 2.5 ([22, Prop. 4.10]). Suppose A is an abelian category, and Z : K(A) → C is a
stability function. If
(i) the categoryA is noetherian, and
(ii) the image of ImZ is discrete in R,
then Z has the Harder-Narasimhan property.
2.1. The Stability manifold. Let Stab(D) denote the set of stability conditions on D. In [5,
Sec. 6], Bridgeland shows that the function
(2) f(σ, τ) = sup
06=E∈D
{|φ+σ (E)− φ+τ (E)|, |φ−σ (E)− φ−τ (E)|}
determines a generalized metric on Stab(D) which makes it into a topological space. Moreover,
Stab(D) has a rich geometric structure. This is a consequence of the following result:
Theorem 2.6 ([5, Thm. 1.2]). The central charge map pi : Stab(D) → Hom(K(D),C) given by
(Z,P) 7→ Z is a local homeomorphism. In particular, Stab(D) is a complex manifold of dimension
rk(K(D)).
A part of this work will be dedicated to the study of the map pi. This will require the following
lemma.
Lemma 2.7 ([5, Lemma 6.4]). Let σ, τ ∈ Stab(D) be stability conditions with pi(σ) = pi(τ). If
f(σ, τ) < 1, then σ = τ .
2.2. Torsion pairs and tilts of abelian categories. Next, we recall the definition of a tilt of an
abelian categoryA, which is a technique to produce new abelian subcategories ofDb(A). Indeed,
the tilt of a heart of a bounded t-structure is a new heart inDb(A) [12].
Definition 2.8. LetA be an abelian category. A torsion pair (or torsion theory) forA is a pair of
full subcategories (T ,F) such that:
(i) Hom (T ,F) = 0;
(ii) for anyE ∈ A there exists a short exact sequence
0→ E ′ → E → E ′′ → 0
whereE ′ ∈ T andE ′′ ∈ F .
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Given a torsion pair (T ,F) on an abelian category A, we define A] = 〈F [1], T 〉 to be the
smallest full subcategory ofDb(A) containingF [1] and T closed under extensions. A] is called
the tilt ofA along the torsion pair (T ,F). Sometimes we will also refer toA][−1] = 〈F , T [−1]〉
as to the tilt, but no confusion should arise.
3. Elliptic root systems
This section is a brief summary of the theory of Elliptic root systems, developed by Saito in
[26] and [27]. Some of the explicit computations presented here are carried out in [29] and [16].
Definition 3.1. Let F be a real vector space of rank l+ 2, equipped with a positive semidefinite
symmetric bilinear form I : F × F → F , whose radical rad I has rank 2. An elliptic root system
adapted to F is the datum of a set R of non-isotropic elements of F , such that
(1) the additive group generated by R, denoted Q(R), is a full sublattice of F . That is, the
embeddingQ(R) ⊂ F induces an isomorphismQ(R)R ' F ;
(2) the symmetric bilinear form I : R×R→ Z;
(3) the groupW generated by {wα ∈ Aut(F, I) |α ∈ R}, where
wα(x) = x− I(x, α)α for all x ∈ F
preserves R;
(4) ifR = R1 ∪R2 withR1 ⊥ R2, then eitherR1 orR2 is empty.
Definition 3.2. An elliptic root systemR is said to be oriented if rad I is oriented. An admissible
frame of rad I is an oriented basis (a, b) of rad I such that Q(R) ∩ rad I ' Za ⊕ Zb. Denote
byG the subspaceRa ⊂ F . In this case, we refer to the pair (R,G) as to a marked elliptic affine
root system. We refer to a as to a signed marking ofR.
From now on, we fix a marked root system (R,G) with a signed marking a.
Pick generators α−1, α0, α1, ..., αl ofQ(R) so that
F = G⊕ L
where L := ⊕li=0Rαi. The image of R under the projection p : F → F/G is an affine root
system, which will be denoted Ra. Similarly, the image of R under the quotient F → F/ rad I
is a finite root systemRf .
Proposition 3.3 ([26]). The root systemR is given by
R = {αf +mb+ na |αf ∈ Rf ,m, n ∈ Z}.
Definition 3.4. The elements ofR are also called the real roots of the root system. We define the
set ∆im of imaginary roots ofR as
∆im = {mb+ na |m,n ∈ Z}.
3.1. The Dynkin graph. To a marked elliptic affine root system (R,G) one can associate a
diagram ΓR,G called the Dynkin graph of (R,G). We omit the general construction given in [27],
but we recall some of the properties of ΓR,G which will be useful in what follows.
(i) The set of vertices |ΓR,G| is {α−1, α0, ..., αl};
(ii) two vertices α, β ∈ |ΓR,G| are connected following the rule:
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α β
◦ ◦ if I(α, β) = 0;
◦ ◦ if I(α, β) = −1;
◦ ◦ if I(α, β) = 2.
Example 3.5. Our main interest lies in the root systemsE(1,1)6 ,E(1,1)7 andE(1,1)8 , whose diagrams
are:
◦ ◦ ◦
E
(1,1)
6 ◦ ◦
◦ ◦ ◦
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
E
(1,1)
7 ◦
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
E
(1,1)
8 ◦
◦ ◦ ◦
Notation 3.6. When Γ is one of the diagrams above, we introduce a labelling for the vertices. We
use v−1, v0 to denote the two central vertices. The diagram Γ′ obtained by deleting v−1, v0 and
all adjacent vertices is a disjoint union of diagrams of typeAri−1, with i = 1, 2, 3. We denote by
v(i,j) (j = 1, ..., ri − 1) the vertex occupying the j − th position on the i − th diagram Ari−1.
We will use this indexing to label the generators α−1, ..., αl when it is convenient.
Remark 3.7. An elliptic affine root system can be viewed as an extension of the corresponding
affine root system. This can be seen by looking at the Dynkin diagrams: one recovers the affine
diagram Γa associated to Ra by erasing from ΓR,G the vertex v−1 and all the edges connecting
v−1 to other vertices.
3.2. TheWeyl group. The projection p : F → F/G induces a homomorphism p∗ : W → Wa
to the affine Weyl group associated toRa. Denote by T the kernel of p∗.
Lemma 3.8 ([26, §1.15]). The subgroup ofW generated by {wα0 , ..., wαl} is isomorphic toWa, so the
sequence
(3) 0→ T → W → Wa → 1
splits into a semi-direct productW = T oWa.
The following elements are relevant to our analysis:
Definition 3.9. For each vertex of Γa we define automorphisms of F as follows:
(1) rv0 := wα0wα−1 ;
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(2) rv(i,1) := wα(i,1)rv0wα(i,1)r−1v0 for i = 1, 2, 3;
(3) rv(i,j) := wα(i,j)rv(i,j−1)wα(i,j)r−1v(i,j−1) for i = 1, 2, 3, j = 2, ..., ri − 1;
Lemma 3.10 ([29, Sec. 3]). For all v ∈ Γa, the automorphism rv belongs toW . For β ∈ F , we have
rv(β) = β − I(β, αv)a.
Moreover, there is a group homomorphism
ϕ : Q(Ra)→ W
l∑
i=0
miαi 7→
∏
i
rmii
with kernel generated by b. The lattice Q(Rf ) ' ϕ(Q(Ra)) is isomorphic to T , and ϕ induces the
inclusion T → W of the exact sequence (3).
Next, we recall some aspects of Saito’s construction of the universal unfolding space of simple
elliptic singularities. From now on, fix a marked elliptic root system (R,G) with an oriented
basis (a, b) for rad I and keep the notation as above.
Definition 3.11. Up to a linear isomorphism, there is a unique real vector space F˜ of rank l+ 3
with:
(i) an inclusion F ⊂ F˜ ;
(ii) a symmetric bilinear form I˜ : F˜ × F˜ → F˜ such that I˜|F = I and rad I˜ = Ra.
We say (F˜ , I˜) is a hyperbolic extension of (F, I). We fix a basis λ˜ of F˜ /F normalized as
I˜(λ˜, b) = 1;
I˜(λ˜, αi) = 0 for i = 1, ..., l.
Then, for α ∈ R and γ ∈ F˜ , one defines
w˜α : γ 7→ γ − I˜(γ, α)α
and
W˜ := 〈w˜α |α ∈ R〉.
Define moreover the map ς : γ 7→ γ − I˜(γ, b)a. We have the following description:
Lemma 3.12 ([27, §2.7]). There is a commutative diagram with exact rows and columns:
K T˜ T
K W˜ W
Wa Wa
whereK is infinite cyclic generated by ς , and the rightmost column is the exact sequence (3).
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3.3. The regular set. The goal of this section is to introduce domains for actions of the groups
involved in Lemma 3.12. One defines three domains
E˜ := {x ∈ Hom(F˜ ,C) |x(a) = 1, Imx(b) > 0};
E := {x ∈ Hom(F,C) |x(a) = 1, Imx(b) > 0};
H := {x ∈ Hom(rad I,C) |x(a) = 1, Imx(b) > 0}.
We define an action of W˜ on E˜ as:
(gx)(u) := x(g−1u)
for x ∈ E˜ and g ∈ W˜ . Likewise,W acts onE. The actions above preserve x| rad I , so they respect
the restriction maps E˜→ E→ H.
The element λ˜ ∈ F˜ /F can be viewed as a complex coordinate for E˜ over E. By our choice of
λ˜, the quantity λ := exp{2piiλ˜} is invariant under the action ofK = Z{ς}.
Rather than E˜, it will be convenient to consider E˜/K , which is a trivialC∗-bundle overEwith
fiber coordinate λ.
Proposition 3.13 ([27, §3, §4]). The action of W˜ (resp. ofW ) on E˜ (resp. on E) is properly discontin-
uous. Moreover, it is fixed point free on
X˜reg := E˜ \ ∪α∈RH˜α,
where H˜α is the hyperplane defined by the equation x(α) = 0.
Definition 3.14. We denote by XNreg the normalized regular set for W , defined as
XNreg := E \ ∪α∈RHα
whereHα is the hyperplane defined by the equation x(α) = 0.
It is clear from the definitions that H˜α = C×Hα for allα ∈ R, so we have X˜reg ' C×XNreg .
We write
Xreg := X˜reg/K ' C∗ ×XNreg.
There are two group actions onXreg which commute with each other: the Weyl groupW acts
by reflections on XNreg and leaves C∗ fixed, while C∗ acts on the first factor by multiplication.
The embedding
Xreg ' C∗ ×XNreg −→ Hom(F,C)
given by (t, x) 7→ tx is equivariant with respect to the actions ofW andC∗. Therefore, we think
ofXreg ⊂ Hom(F,C).
3.4. Fundamental domain. Our goal is now to describe a fundamental domain for the action
ofW onE. We introduce the following notation for the tangent spaces ofE and E˜ relative toH:
VC := V ⊗R C where V := (F/ rad I)∗
V˜C := V˜ ⊗R C where V˜ := (F˜ / rad I)∗.
The bilinear forms I and I˜ induce isomorphims
I∗ : V ∼−→ V ∗ = F/ rad I
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I˜∗ : V˜ ∼−→ V ∗ = F˜ / rad I = F/G
For τ ∈ H, consider moreover the map ϕτ : rad I ' C defined by
ϕτ : ua+ vb 7→ u+ vτ.
Then, one has a family of isomorphisms of complex vector spaces
(4) ϕτ ⊗ I : rad I ⊗R (F/ rad I) ' VC.
Lemma 3.15 ([27, §3]). (i) W acts preserving fibers Eτ above a point in τ ∈ H;
(ii) We have an identification Eτ ' VC ' V ⊕ τV . The groupWa acts on τV by reflections, and T
is a finite index subgroup of the real translation latticeQ(Rf ) ⊂ V .
To the affine root systemRa we can associate the Weyl alcove
AR := {h ∈ Q(Ra)∗R |h(αv) > 0 for v ∈ |Γa|}
and the Tits cone
TR(Ra) :=
⋃
w∈Wa
wAR,
where TR(Ra) denotes the topological interior of TR(Ra).
Remark 3.16. It is known thatAR is a fundamental domain for the action ofWa onTR(Ra) [17].
The complexified Tits cone associated toRa is
T(Ra) := {h ∈ Q(Ra)∗C | Imh ∈ TR(Ra)}.
The complexified Tits cone can be equivalently described as
T(Ra) = {h ∈ Q(Ra)∗C |h(b) ∈ H}
(see the discussion in [15, Section 2.3]).
Denote byA ⊂ VC the complexified Weyl alcove
A := {h ∈ VC | Im(h(αv)) > 0 for v ∈ |Γa|},
and letAτ be its image in Eτ under the isomophism (4).
Let B′ be a hypercube in V which contains the origin and is a fundamental domain for the
action of T on V , and defineBτ := {h ∈ Eτ ' VC | Re(h) ∈ B′}.
Proposition 3.17. A fundamental domain for the action ofW on Eτ is the intersection
Dτ := Aτ ∩Bτ .
A fundamental domain for the action ofW on E isD := ∪τDτ ' D√−1 ×H ⊂ XNreg .
Proof. As a consequence of Prop. 3.13, it is enough to show that for every Z ∈ Eτ there exists
an element w ∈ W such that w · Z ∈ Dτ . Using the complex structure given in (4), we may
write everyZ ∈ Eτ as ReZ+τ ImZ . As a consequence of Remark 3.16, there exists an element
w′ ∈ Wa such thatw′ · ImZ ∈ Aτ . Thenw′ ·Z belongs to V ⊕ iV . By definition ofBτ , there is
an element r ∈ T such that Re(r, w′) ·Z = Rew′ ·Z ∈ Bτ and Im(r, w′) ·Z = Imw′ ·Z ∈ Aτ .
The statement about E follows, since every w ∈ W preserves the fibers Eτ by Lemma 3.15.

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We now describe the boundary ofD inXNreg in terms of walls for the action ofW . For vertices
v ∈ |Γa| we define wallsWv,± ⊂ D for the Weyl alcove
Wv,+ := {Z ∈ XNreg ∩D |Z(αv) ∈ R>0, ImZ(αu) > 0 for u 6= v}
Wv,− := {Z ∈ XNreg ∩D |Z(αv) ∈ R<0, ImZ(αu) > 0 for u 6= v}
For vertices v(i,j) ∈ |ΓR|, write Y ′(i,j),± for the faces of the fundamental hypercubeB′, and let
Y(i,j),± := ∪τ (Y ′(i,j),± ⊕ τV ) ⊂ XNreg ∩D.
Then, the boundary of D in XNreg is contained in the union of the walls Wv,± and Y(i,j),± as i, j
vary.
3.5. Fundamental group. In this section we describe the fundamental group of Xreg/W =
X˜reg/W˜ .
Definition 3.18. LetR be an elliptic root system. The Artin groupGW associated with the Weyl
groupW is the group generated by {gv, hv | v ∈ |Γa|} with relations
gvgu = gugv if I(αv, αu) = 0;
gvgugv = gugvgu if I(αv, αu) = −1;
hvhu = huhv for all u, v ∈ |Γa|;
gvhu = hugv if I(αv, αu) = 0;
gvhugv = huhv if I(αv, αu) = −1;
Proposition 3.19. Suppose R is an elliptic root system. Then, the fundamental group of Xreg/W is
given by
pi1(Xreg/W, ∗) ' Z[η]×GW .
The path [η] corresponds to the S1-orbit of ∗ in C∗. The generator gv of GW is given by the path
connecting ∗ andwαv(∗) passing throughWv,+ just once. The generator hv ofGW is given by the path
connecting ∗ and rv(∗) which is constant in the imaginary part.
Proof. We haveXreg ' C∗×XNreg and pi1(C∗) ' Z, so it is enough to show that pi1(XNreg/W ) '
GW . By construction, XNreg coincides with the regular subset of the complexified Tits cone
Treg(Ra) := T(Ra) \
⋃
α∈R
Hα,
whereHα is the reflection hyperplane defined by h(α) = 0.
Then, the result in [32] implies pi1(Treg(Ra)/W ) ' GW , which concludes the proof. 
4. Triangulated categories associated to local elliptic quotients
We are interested in studying orbifold curves obtained from a quotient of an elliptic curve by a
finite subgroup of its automorphism groups. Every elliptic quotient hasP1 as coarse moduli space
and orbifold points pi with stabilizers µri . Up to permuting the pi’s, there are only 4 possibilities,
namely: P12,2,2,2, P13,3,3, P14,4,2 and P16,3,2. These are denoted respectively X2, X3, X4 andX6.
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EachXr can be realized as a quotient of an elliptic curveEr by a subgroup µr of its automor-
phism group:
Xr =
[
Er
/
µr
]
.
From now on, we fix r and denoteX := Xr ,E := Er .
Consider the embedding of X in the total space Tot(ωX) = [Tot(ωE)/µr] of its canonical
bundle. We have a commutative diagram
E Tot(ωE)
X Tot(ωX) =: Y
ι
Definition 4.1. A triangulated category T is called a K3-category if the functor [2] is a Serre
functor, i.e. if for any two objectsE,F ∈ T there is a natural isomorphism
νE,F : Hom(E,F )
∼−→ Hom(F,E[2])∗.
LetD denote the full triangulated subcategory of coherent sheaves supported on the zero sec-
tion of Y . Then we have:
Lemma 4.2. D is a K3-category. In particular, the Euler form is symmetric. Moreover, for anyE,F ∈
Db(X), one has
Hom•D(ι∗E, ι∗F ) = Hom
•
X(E,F )⊕ Hom•X(F,E)∗[−2].
In particular, χD(ι∗E, ι∗F ) = χX(E,F ) + χX(F,E).
Proof. This is a consequence of [18, Lemma 4.4]. 
Lemma 4.3. The map ι induces an isomorphism of abelian groupsK(X) ' K(D).
Proof. Let Xn be the n-th order neighborhood of X in Y . Denote by B be the abelian category
of sheaves supported on X . Then any F ∈ B is an OXn-module for some n. Therefore, F is
obtained as a successive extension ofOX-modules, and the map
ι∗K(X)→ K(B) = K(D)
is surjective. Let pi : Y → X denote the projection to the zero section. SinceRipi∗ = 0 for i > 0,
the functor
pi∗ : B → Coh(X)
is exact. The induced map onK-groups is the inverse of ι∗. 
4.1. Exceptional and spherical objects. An object S ∈ D is called spherical if Hom•(S, S) '
C⊕ C[−2]. Suppose S ∈ D is a spherical object. Given an object G ∈ D we define ΦSG to be
the cone of the evaluation morphism
Hom•(S,G)⊗ S ev−→ G→ ΦSG.
Similarly, Φ−SG is a shift of the cone of the coevaluation map
Φ−SG→ G ev
∗−−→ Hom•(G,S)∗ ⊗ S
The operations ΦS , Φ−S define autoequivalences ofD, called spherical twists [28].
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Spherical twists act on K(D) via reflections: if S is a spherical object, and [G] ∈ K(D), we
have
wS([G]) := [φSG] = [G]− χ(S,G)[S].
Lemma 4.4. [28] Let S be a spherical object ofD. Then,
(i) we have ΦSΦ−S ' idD and Φ−SΦS ' idD;
(ii) we have ΦSS ' S[−1];
(iii) for any spehrical object S ′ such that Hom•(S ′, S) ' C[−1], there is an isomorphism
ΦSΦS′S ' S ′.
Our next goal is to produce spherical objects inD. To do so, we use the fact thatDb(X) admits
exceptional collections:
Definition 4.5. Let T be a triangulated category. An objectE ∈ T is exceptional if
Hom•(E,E) = C.
An exceptional collection is a sequence of exceptional objectsE1, ..., En such that Hom•(Ei, Ej) =
0 for i > j. We say that an exceptional collection is full if it generates T, i.e. T is the smallest
triangulated category containing the {Ei}.
Proposition 4.6 ([28]). Suppose E ∈ Db(X) is exceptional, then ι∗E is a sperical object inD.
Proof. This is a consequence of Prop. 3.15 in [28]. 
The category Coh(X) admits exceptional simple sheavesOpiχj for j = 0, ..., ri − 1 (see, for
example, [11]). In fact,Db(X) admits several full exceptional collections [23]. Our attention goes
to the following exceptional collection
F :=
(Op1χr1−1, ...,Op1χ1,Op2χr2−1, ...,Op2χ1,Op3χr3−1, ...,Op3χ1,O,O(1)) .
By Prop. 4.6, pushing forward the objects of F, we obtain a set of spherical objects:
(5) Π :=
(
tr1−11 , ..., t
1
1, t
r2−1
2 , ..., t
1
2, t
r3−1
3 , ..., t
1
3, ι∗O, ι∗O(1)
)
,
where tji := ι∗Opiχj . To streamline the notation, elements of Π will be denoted Sm, where
m = −1, 0, 1, ...,∑i ri− 3, choosing indices so that S0 := ι∗O and S−1 := ι∗O(1). Let Br(D)
be the subgroup of Aut(D) generated by the spherical twists {ΦS} with S ∈ Π.
4.2. The root systemassociated toD. This section revolves around the following proposition:
Proposition 4.7. The setR := Br(D)Π = {[ΦS] |S ∈ Π,Φ ∈ Br(D)} satisfies the axioms of an
extended root system adapted to (K(D)R, χD) (see Def. 3.1). Moreover:
(i) The radical of I := χD is generated by the image ofK(E) inK(D) under the push forward along
the quotient map p : E → X ;
(ii) Define classes
a := [ι∗O]− [ι∗O(1)],
b := [p∗OEr ].
Then (a, b) is an admissible frame of rad I and a is a signed marking forR;
(iii) The Weyl groupW is generated by {wS |S ∈ Π};
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(iv) the root systems arising from an elliptic orbifold quotient are precisely the ones described in Example
3.5. The vertices v−1, v0 correspond to ι∗O(1), ι∗O respectively, and v(i,j) to tji .
Proof. The axioms of an elliptic root system for (K(D)R, χD) are verified in [23]. Observe that
the radical rad I has rank 2, and the classes
a = −[Oq] and b = [OX ⊕ ωX ⊕ ω2X ]
are invariant under twists by ωX , so a, b ∈ rad I by Lemma 4.8. 
Lemma 4.8. IfN ∈ Db(X) satisfiesN ⊗ ωX ' N , then [ι∗N ] ∈ radχD .
Proof. The classes [ι∗E] for E ∈ Db(X) generateK(D), and we have
χD(ι∗N, ι∗E) = χX(N,E) + χX(E,N) = χX(N,E)− χX(E,N ⊗ ωXr) = 0
by Lemma 4.2. 
Let Γ denote the diagram corresponding toR, and denote by Γa the underlying affine Dynkin
diagram, obtained by erasing the vertex v−1 and all edges adjacent to it.
Definition 4.9. For each vertex of Γa we define elements of Br(D) inductively as follows:
(1) ρ0 := ΦS0ΦS−1 ;
(2) ρi,1 := Φ(t1i )ρ0Φ(t1i )ρ
−1
0 for i = 1, 2, 3;
(3) ρi,j := Φ(tji )ρi,j−1Φ(tji )ρ
−1
i,j−1 for i = 1, 2, 3, j = 2, ..., ri − 1;
The assignment ΦS 7→ wS defines a surjective homomorphism
q : Br(D)  W
Lemma 4.10. The homomorphism q maps the elements ρ0, ρi,j to the elements rv0 , rv(i,j) ∈ T < W .
Proof. It follows from the definitions and from the fact that q is a homomorphism. 
4.3. A t-structure onD. This section aims to define a heart of a bounded t-structureA onD.
To do so, we need to recall the McKay correspondence.
Definition 4.11. A µr-equivariant quotient sheaf OTot(ωE)  F is a µr-cluster if its C[µr]-
module structure is isomorphic to the regular representation of µr . We regard F as an element
of Coh(Tot(ωX)).
Let Y ′ := µr-Hilb(Tot(ωX)) be the scheme parameterizing µr-clusters on Tot(ωX). Then,
Y ′ is a crepant resolution of Tot(ωX) [9]. We denote by X ′ := X ∪ (∪i,jCi,j) the union of the
strict transform of X and of the exceptional loci, and by Ci the union ∪jCi,j . The curve X ′ has
a component isomorphic to X and chains of rational curves Ci,j=1,...,ri−1 attached to X at the
point pi.
There is an equivalence
Ψ: D(Y ′)→ D(Tot(ωX))
which in turn induces an equivalence between D and the full triangulated subcategory D′ of
sheaves supported on X ′. Under the equivalence Ψ, we have
OCi,j(−1) 7−→ tji ;
OCi(Ci)[1] 7−→ t0i ;
OX′ 7−→ OX .
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These conditions, together with the fact that Ψ sends skyscraper sheaves of Y ′ to clusters of
Tot(ωX), determines Ψ onD′.
Let B′ = Coh(Y ′) ∩ D′ be the heart of the standard bounded t-structure inD′. Then, define
A := ΨB′.
Since Ψ is an equivalence, the categoryA is the heart of a bounded t-structure onD.
Lemma 4.12. The categoryA is Noetherian.
Proof. This is straightforward, because B′ is Noetherian. 
Lemma 4.13. Clusters inA are simple objects of class a.
Proof. If F is a cluster contained in A, then F = Ψ(Ot) for some t ∈ X ′, by definition of Ψ.
Skyscraper sheaves are simple in B′, and so is F inA. Since free orbits are clusters, all clusters
have class a = [Cp] inK(D). 
Before we proceed to a classification of objects in A, we need an alternative description of
A as a tilt of the heart of the standard t-structure on D. Define F ′ to be the full subcategory
of B′ generated by subsheaves of the normal bundles OCi(Ci) of the exceptional curves Ci :=
∪ri−1j=1 Ci,j :
F ′ = 〈F |F ⊂ OCi(Ci) ∈ B′ for i = 1, 2, 3〉
and T ′ to be its left orthogonal in B′. Denote by F (resp. T ) the subcategories ΨF ′ (resp. ΨT )
ofA.
Proposition 4.14 (cfr. [31, Lemma 3.2]). The pair of subcategories (T ′,F ′) is a torsion pair in B′.
Therefore, the pair (T ,F) is a torsion pair inA and 〈F [1], T 〉 = B.
Proof. We need to show that every sheafE ∈ B′ fits in a short exact sequence
T → E → F
with T ∈ T , F ∈ F . If E ∈ T , we are done. Otherwise, Hom(E,F) 6= 0, so there exists
F1 ∈ F fitting in a short exact sequence
M1 → E → F1.
If Hom(M1,F) 6= 0, repeat this process, and obtain
M2 →M1 → F2.
By iterating this, we get a chain of inclusions
... ⊂Mk ⊂Mk−1 ⊂ ... ⊂M1 ⊂ E
with quotients in F . Then, the chain must terminate by Lemma 4.15. This means that there
exists n for which Hom(Mn,F) = 0. Let F be the cokernel of the inclusion Mn ⊂ E, then the
sequence
Mn → E → F
is the desired one. The fact that Ψ is an equivalence implies the statement aboutA. By construc-
tion, all objects in 〈F [1], T 〉 are sheaves, so we can apply Lemma 2.3 and conclude 〈F [1], T 〉 =
B. 
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Lemma 4.15 (cfr. [31, Lemma 3.1]). If there is a series of inclusions in B′, say
... ⊂Mk ⊂Mk−1 ⊂ ... ⊂M0
whose quotients lie in F , then the sequence must eventually stabilize.
Proof. First, we may assume that all the quotientsFk are supported on one curveC := Ci. More-
over:
Claim. We may assume that for all k, the quotients Fk are torsion free sheaves Lk ⊂ OC(C),
such that Lk has connected supportDk ⊂ C .
Indeed, by definition every Fk admits a surjection to some Lk ⊂ OC(C). By restricting Lk
to one of the connected components Dk of its support, we may assume that Lk has connected
support. So we have quotients
Fk  Lk
which define exact sequences
0→M (1)k →Mk → Lk → 0.
The quotient F (1)k ofMk+1 →M (1)k fits into an exact sequence
F
(1)
k → Fk → Lk
where ch1 (F (1)k ) = ch1 (Fk) − ch1 (Lk) is a positive linear combination
∑
aj[Ci,j] with co-
efficients strictly smaller than those of ch1 (Fk). We can then repeat this process for the map
Mk+1 →M (1)k until we get a finite chain of inclusions
Mk+1 ⊂M (n)k ⊂ ... ⊂M (1)k ⊂Mk
satisfying the statement of the claim.
We proceed to show that the sequence of inclusions must terminate with an induction on the
length l of the chain of rational curves C .
In order to see this, apply the functor Hom(−,OC(C)) to the short exact sequence
(6) 0→Mk+1 →Mk → Lk → 0.
For Lk = OC(C), one computes ext1(OC(C),OC(C)) = 0, hence Hom(Mi,OC(C)) >
Hom(Mi+1,OC(C)).
If Lk ( OC(C), one has
(7) Ext2(Lk,OC(C)) ' Hom(OC(C), Lk) = 0,
and obtains
hom(Mk,OC(C))− hom(Mk+1,OC(C)) =
χ(Lk,OC(C)) +
(
ext1(Mk,OC(C))− ext1(Mk+1,OC(C))
)
.
(8)
Observe that χ(Lk,OC(C)) = −(Dk).C ≥ 0 by Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch, and that
ext1(Mk,OC(C))− ext1(Mk+1,OC(C)) ≥ 0
because of (7).
If l = 1, we must have Dk = C and −Dk.C = 2. This shows that if Lk 6= 0, then
Hom(Mk,OC(C)) > Hom(Mk+1,OC(C)), whence the chain of subobjects must terminate.
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If l > 1, the only way the sequence does not terminate is that all Lk satisfy Dk.C = 0. This
is only possible if no Dk contains the terminal curves of the chain, C1 and Cl, in their support.
In other words, Lk ⊂ OC(C)|C′ ' OC′(C ′) where C ′ = ∪l−1j=2Cj is a shorter chain. Then,
we can repeat the argument above applying the functor Hom(−,OC′(C ′)) to the sequences (6).
Eventually, the problem is reduced to the case l = 1, and the process must terminate. 
Next, we give a classification of objects inA for elliptic orbifold quotients. Given a subchain
of rational curvesD ⊆ C , there exists a maximal subsheaf LD ⊆ OC(C) supported onD.
Lemma 4.16. Fix C = Ci, letD ⊆ C be a subchain of rational curves, and let LD as above. Write
Cd1 , ..., Cdl for the irreducible components ofD (with (d1, ..., dl) consecutive elements of {1, ..., ri −
1}). Then LD is obtained from OCd1 (−2) with repeated extensions by the sheaves OCdi (−1), with
i = d2, ..., dl. In particular, there is a short exact sequence
(9) LD → L′D → Ot
where t ∈ Cd1 and L′D is obtained by repeated extensions ofOCdi (−1), with i = d1, ..., dl.
Proof. Be proceed by induction on the length l of the chainD. If l = 1 andD = Cd, one readily
verifies that LD ' OCd(−2). Suppose then that l > 1. Then, observe that LD restricts to Cdl
to a line bundle of degree−1, because either dl < ri − 1, and then sections of LD must vanish
at the intersection Cdl ∩ Cdl+1 or because dl = ri − 1, and C has degree −1 on Cri−1. The
kernel of this restriction is exactly the maximal subsheaf of OC(C) supported on D − Cdl . In
other words, LD fits in a short exact sequence
LD−Cdl → LD → OCdl (−1)
so by induction LD has the asserted structure.
For the second statement, fix a point t ∈ Cd1 away from the intersections, and consider the
cokernel
() : OCd1 (−2)→ LD → RD.
From the sequence
OCd1 (−2))→ OCd1 (−1))→ Ot
one sees that Ext1(RD,OCd1 (−2)) ' Ext1(RD,OCd1 (−1)) because t /∈ SuppRD . Pushing
forward the extension class () to Ext1(RD,OCd1 (−1)) produces an object L′D as in the state-
ment. 
Lemma 4.17. Suppose an object T ∈ A is supported on an orbifold point pi. Then T is obtained by
repeated extensions of the following objects:
(i) tji with j 6= 0;
(ii) clusters supported at pi;
(iii) N [−1] whereN is a sheaf sitting in a sequence
M → N → N ′,
where M is obtained by repeated extensions of clusters (possibly M = 0), and N ′ is a proper
quotient of a cluster.
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Proof. This is equivalent to classifying sheaves of B′ supported on C := Ci. First, we consider
sheaves ofF ′. A sheaf inF ′ is an extension of subsheaves L ⊂ OC(C) with connected support.
Any such inclusion must factor thorugh an inclusion L ⊆ LD , where LD is as in Lemma 4.16
and the cokernel LD/L is torsion. We have that Ψ(L)[1] and Ψ(LD)[1] are sheaves on X , so
applying the McKay functor to
L→ LD → LD/L
we obtain a short exact sequence of sheaves in B:
M → Ψ(L)[1]→ Ψ(LD)[1],
whereM is obtained by repeated extensions of clusters. Now we claim that Ψ(LD)[1] is a proper
quotient of a cluster. In fact, apply Ψ to the exact sequence (9) of Lemma 4.16: we have T :=
Ψ(Ot) is a cluster, and Ψ(L′D) is a sheaf obtained by repeated extensions of tji , j 6= 0. This yields
a short exact sequence in B
0→ Ψ(L′D)→ T → Ψ(LD)[1]→ 0
which exhibits Ψ(LD)[1] as the quotient of a cluster. This exhausts part (iii).
Now, consider a sheafB ∈ T ′. The torsion partT (B) ofB is obtained by repeated extensions
of points, so Ψ(T (B)) is as in part (ii). We may then assume thatB is torsion free with connected
support. IfB is supported on a single irreducible componentCi, thenB is a sum of line bundles
of the form OCi(k). Since Hom(B,F ′) = 0, we must have k > −2. Then Ψ(B) is obtained
as an extension oftji by clusters. If B is supported on more than one irreducible component,
suppose that Cj is a terminal component of the support of B and consider the restriction of B
to Cj . Then there is an exact sequence
B′ → B → B|Cj
where B′ is supported on a shorter chain. B|Cj is supported on one irreducible curve, so it is
as above. If B′ ∈ T ′, we repeat this procedure. Otherwise, B′ fits in a short exact sequence of
sheaves
B′′ → B′ → F
withB′′ ∈ T ′ and F ∈ F . Since we classified sheaves inF ′ above, we can assume thatB′ ∈ T ′,
and conclude by induction on the length of the supporting chain. 
As a consequence of the results in this section, we obtain the following description of objects
inA:
Proposition 4.18. Objects inA are obtained by repeated extensions from:
(i) line bundles onX ;
(ii) skyscraper sheavesOq for q ∈ X − ∪{pi};
(iii) torsion sheaves supported on orbifold points, classified in Lemma 4.17.
5. Stability conditions onD
5.1. The fundamental region U . Recall the notation introduced in Section 3 and the identifi-
cationK(D)R ' F . Then consider the central charge map
pi : Stab(D)→ Hom(F,C).
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In this section, we construct stability conditions and investigate the image of Stab(D) under
the map pi.
Proposition 5.1. For every point Z in the fundamental domainD ⊂ E there exists a unique stability
condition (Z,A). These stability conditions form a region U ⊂ Stab(D) which maps homeomorphi-
cally toD under the central charge map.
Proof. Pick Z ∈ Dτ ⊂ D ⊂ E. The class of every object inA is a positive linear combination
of classes of objects listed in Prop. 4.18. Then, the definition of Dτ shows that Z(A) ⊂ H, in
other words, Z is a stability function onA. SinceA is Noetherian (Lemma 4.12), and the image
of ImZ is discrete by construction, then Z has the Harder-Narasimhan property by Prop. 2.5.
Again by Prop. 4.18, we see that the image of Z is discrete, so the support property is auto-
matically satisfied. 
Lemma 5.2. All tji , j 6= 0, and all line bundlesOX(d) are σ-stable for σ ∈ U .
Proof. Let S be one of the objects above. A short exact sequence
(10) K → S → Q
inA corresponds under the McKay functor to a short exact sequence of sheaves on the crepant
resolution
K ′ → Ψ−1S → Q′.
On the other hand, Ψ−1S is either an object of the formOCi,j(−1) or a line bundle onX . In either
case, the only quotients of Ψ−1S are obtained by repeated extensions of skyscraper sheaves, so
Q ∈ A is semistable of phase 1. Therefore S is σ-stable. 
5.2. Group actions and the image of the central charge map. In this section, we define
a certain region Stab†(D) of the stability manifold. We define group actions which preserve
Stab†(D), and we study its image under the central charge map.
Definition5.3. Let Stab◦(D) be the connected component of Stab(D) containingU . We define
Stab†(D) as
(11) Stab†(D) :=
{
σ = (Z,P) ∈ Stab◦(D)
∣∣∣∣ (∗) : Im Z(b)Z(a) > 0
}
In fact, all stability conditions in Stab◦(D) satisfy (∗), and we have Stab◦(D) = Stab†(D).
The proof of this fact uses our wall-crossing results, and is postponed to Section 6.3. As a conse-
quence we have:
Proposition 5.4. The region Stab†(D) is a connected component of Stab(D).
Then we have:
Lemma 5.5. Let σ = (A′, Z) be a point in the boundary of U . Then σ lies in the union of lifts W˜v,±,
Y˜(i,j),± of wallsWv,±, Y(i,j),±.
Proof. By the discussion in Sec. 3.4, the only other possibility is that Im Z(b)
Z(a)
= 0. But this is
excluded by condition (∗). 
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Next, we consider two group actions on Stab†(D), which lift the actions of C∗ and W on
Xreg .
There is a C-action on Stab(D) defined as follows. For t ∈ C and σ = (Z,P) ∈ Stab(D),
define t · (Z,P) = (Z ′,P ′), where
Z ′(E) := e−ipitZ(E) and P ′(φ) := P(φ+ Re t).
The group Aut(D) of autoequivalences also acts on Stab(D): for Φ ∈ Aut(D) and σ =
(Z,P) ∈ Stab(D), define Φ · (Z,P) = (Z ′,P ′) as the stability condition with
Z ′(E) := Z(Φ−1E) and P ′(φ) := ΦP(φ).
The following discussion shows that the autoequivalences ΦSm preserve Stab†(D), so that
Br(D) acts on Stab†(D).
Lemma 5.6. Let σ = (A′, Z) be a point in the boundary of U contained in a unique wall among
the W˜v,±’s. Then there is an element T ∈ Br(D) such that Tσ also lies in the boundary of U . More
precisely, we may pick T = ΦSm if σ ∈ W˜v,+, and T = Φ−1Sm if σ ∈ W˜v,−.
Proof. Suppose σ ∈ W˜v,−. Set S := Sm. Let V be a small neighborhood of σ ∈ Stab(D), and
consider the open subset
V + = {τ = (B, Z) ∈ V | ImZ(S) < 0}.
Arguing as in [8, Lemma 3.5], we claim that we can chooseV small enough so thatφ−1S (V +) ⊂ U ,
hence Φ−1S σ lies in the closure of U . Thus, we need to show that if V is small enough, the heart
of any σ′ = (A′, Z ′) ∈ V + is equal to ΦS(A) ⊂ D. By Lemma 2.3, it is enough to show that
ΦS(M) lies in the heart of any σ′ ∈ V +, for all the objectsM listed in Prop. 4.18.
We verify this on a case by case basis: assume first that S = tji , j 6= 0. Then:
Case 1. SupposeL is a line bundle onX . There is a uniquek ∈ {0, ..., ri} such that Hom(L, tki ) 6=
0. Then L is locally of the formO((k/ri)pi), and one computes
Hom•(tji , L) =

C[−1] if k = j
C[−2] if k + i = j
0 otherwise.
If Hom1(tji , L) 6= 0, then there is a non-split short exact sequence inA
L→ ΦSL→ tji .
It follows that ΦSL lies in the heart ofσ and its semistable factors have phases in (0, 1). Choosing
V small enough ensures that this is the case for all σ′ ∈ V + too.
If Hom2(tji , L) 6= 0 then ΦSL fits in a triangle
L→ ΦSL→ tji [−1],
which implies that ΦSL lies inA′, because so do L and tji [−1].
If Hom•(tji , L) = 0 then ΦSL = L and the same argument applies.
Case 2. The same argument applies to Φtji (Oq) = Oq for all q /∈ R, and to all sheaves supported
away from pi;
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Case 3. The only possibilities for ΦStki , k 6= j, 0 are that Hom•(tji , tki ) = 0 or Hom1(tji , tki ) = C.
Both are analogous to the case of a line bundle above. Consider ΦS(S) = S[−1]. Since S is σ-
stable of phase 1, we may assume thatS is σ′-stable with phase at most 2. Moreover, S must have
phase bigger than 1 in σ′, so S[−1] lies in the heart of σ′. Similarly, one sees that ΦSt0i [−1] ∈ A′.
Case 4. If M is a cluster supported at pi, then M has a non-split composition series with factors
the tji for j = 0, ..., ri − 1, where t0i is the last factor. Then, ΦSM has a non-split composi-
tion series with all factors in A′ but the last one in A′[1], and Z ′(ΦSM) = −Z ′(a) = −1, so
ΦS(M) ∈ A′.
Case 5. It remains to show the claim for N [−1] where N is the proper quotient of a cluster M ,
with kernelK . Write the triangle
(12) M [−1]→ N [−1]→ K
and apply ΦS . By the discussion above, ΦS(K) ∈ A′ sinceK is obtained by repeated extensions
of tji ’s with j > 0, and ΦS(M)[−1] is stable of phase 0. Then ΦS(N)[−1] ∈ A′, because the
triangle (12) does not split.
Similar computations show that ΦS(M) ∈ A′ for all M ∈ A and S = OX . A symmetric
argument settles the case σ ∈ W˜v,−. 
Lemma 5.7. Let σ = (A′, Z) be a point in the boundary of U contained in a unique wall among
the Y˜(i,j),±. Then there is an element T ∈ Br(D) such that Tσ also lies in the boundary of U . More
precisely, we may pick T = ρj if σ ∈ Y˜(i,j),+, and T = ρ−1j if σ ∈ Y˜i,−.
Proof. If σ ∈ Y˜i,+, observe that we can choose a small neighborhood V of σ in Stab(D) so that
every τ ∈ V has heartA. Consider the open subset
V ′ = {τ = (A, Z ′) ∈ V | τ /∈ U¯}
For τ ∈ V ′, we then have that ρ−1j Z ′ = ρ−1j ReZ ′ + i ImZ ′ belongs toD. Then, it is enough to
show ρj(A) = A to conclude ρjτ ∈ U , so that ρjσ lies in the closure of U .
Using Prop. 4.18, one sees that Pσ(1) only contains objects of class a and its multiples. Since
ρv preserves the imaginary part of Z ′ and fixes the class a, we have Pτ (1) = Pσ(1). Then, the
only possibility is that for v ∈ |Γa| one has ρv(A) = A[2n], for some integer n. We prove that
nmust be 0. One readily checks
ρ0(OX(1)) = ΦOXΦOX(1)(OX(1)) ' ΦOX (OX(1)[−1]) = OX(−1).
using Lemma 4.4. This implies that ρ0(A) = A. Now one has
ρ(i,1)(OX(−1)) = Φ(t1i )ρ0Φ(t1i )ρ−10 (OX(−1))
' Φ(t1i )ρ0Φ(t1i )(OX(1))
' Φ(t1i )ΦOXΦOX(1)Φ(t1i )(OX(1))
' Φ(t1i )ΦOX (t1i )
' (OX),
(13)
by repeatedly applying Lemma 4.4. For ρ(i,j), j > 1, we claim ρ(i,j)(OX) ' OX . This is a
consequence of the fact thatOX(d) is orthogonal to tji for d = 0,−1, all i and all j > 1. Indeed,
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one computes
ρ(i,2)(OX) = Φ(t2i )ρ(i,1)Φ(t2i )ρ−1(i,1)(OX)
' Φ(t2i )ρ(i,1)Φ(t2i )(OX(−1))
' Φ(t2i )ρ(i,1)(OX(−1))
' Φ(t1i )(OX)
' (OX),
(14)
and proves the same claim for j > 2 inductively. This concludes the proof in the case σ ∈ Y˜i,+.
The case σ ∈ Y˜i,− is similar. 
Let pi be the restriction of the central charge map to Stab†(D), and define Stab†(D)N to be
Stab†(D)N := pi−1E
Proposition 5.8. For any σ ∈ Stab†(D)N , there is an autoequivalence Φ ∈ Br(D) such that
Φσ ∈ U .
Proof. Same as the proof of Prop. 4.13 in [15]. 
Let pi−1(Xreg)† be the connected component of pi−1Xreg which contains U . Then
Corollary 5.9. For any σ ∈ pi−1(Xreg)†, there is an autoequivalence Φ ∈ Br(D) and k ∈ C such
that (k · Φ)(σ) ∈ U .
Proof. See [15, Cor. 4.14]. 
Lemma 5.10. The image of pi : Stab†(D)→ Hom(F,C) containsXreg .
Proof. The component Stab†(D) contains the orbit under C and Br(D) of U . Since the actions
ofC and Br(D) lift those ofC∗ andW on Hom(F,C), the orbit ofU under the actions ofC and
Br(D) is mapped toXreg ⊂ Hom(F,C). 
The next goal of our discussion is to prove the following:
Proposition 5.11. The projection pi maps Stab†(D) ontoXreg .
Proof. By Lemma 5.10, it is enough to show that pi(Stab†(D)) ⊆ Xreg , or equivalently that
Stab†(D) ⊆ pi−1(Xreg)†. To show this, it is enough to check that Stab†(D) contains no bound-
ary points of pi−1(Xreg)†. Any such boundary point σ = (Z,P) is projected to Z ∈ ∂Xreg .
From the definition of Xreg in Section 3.3, there is a ray in R>0(R) such that Z(S) = 0, or
Im Z(b)
Z(a)
= 0.
In the latter case, condition (∗) ensures that σ /∈ Stab†(D). Suppose α is a positive root such
that Z(α) = 0. If σ ∈ Stab†(D), by proposition 5.8 there is an element Φ ∈ Br(D), such that
Φ · σ = (Z ′,P ′) ∈ U , and [Φ]α = β ∈ Π. Then we have Z ′(β) = 0. However, by Lemma 5.2,
for all β ∈ Π there are objects of class β which are semistable for all stability conditions in U ,
hence Φ · σ violates the support property, and therefore σ /∈ Stab†(D). 
Proposition 5.12. The action of Z[2]× Br(D) on Stab†(D) is free and properly discontinuous.
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Proof. This is clear for the action of Z[2], so it is enough to check it for Br(D).
First, we check that the action of Br(D) is free. By Cor. 5.9, it is enough to show this for
σ ∈ U . Assume then that σ = Φσ for some Φ ∈ Br(D) and σ ∈ U . At the level of K-theory, we
have [Φ]−1 ·Z = Z , hence [Φ] = id. So [Φ(Sm)] = [Sm] for allm. Up to isomorphism, Sm is the
only object inA in its class (this is readily observed translatingA to Ψ−1A), hence Φ(Sm) ' Sm
for all m. Then Φ = id in Br(D) by Lemma 5.13.
To show that the action of Br(D) is properly discontinuous, it is enough to exhibit, for every
non-trivial Φ ∈ Br(D) and every σ ∈ U , a neighborhood V of σ such that Φ(V ) ∩ V =. If
[Φ] 6= id, the existence of V follows from Prop. 3.13. If [Φ] = id, then it is a consequence of
Lemma 2.7. 
Lemma 5.13. Suppose Φ ∈ Br(D) satisfies Φ(S) ' S for all S ∈ Π. Then Φ ' id.
Proof. We consider Φ as an element of Aut(Db(Tot(ωX))), and we study the equivalent problem
of showing that
Φ′ := Ψ−1 ◦ Φ ◦Ψ
is the identity on Aut(Db(Y ′)), where Y ′ denotes the crepant resolution of Tot(ωX), under the
assumption that elements of Ψ−1Π are fixed (recall the notation of Section 4).
First, observe that for p ∈ Y ′ \X ′ we have Φ(Op) ' Op because all S ∈ Π are supported on
X and hence orthogonal toOp. If p ∈ X ⊂ X ′, applying Φ to the short exact sequence
0→ i∗OX(−1) f−→ i∗OX → Op → 0
one obtains a non zero map Φ(f) of pure one-dimensional sheaves, fitting in a triangle
i∗OX(−1) Φ(f)−−→ i∗OX → Φ(Op).
This implies thatH−1Φ(Op) = 0 and Φ(Op) is a skyscraper supported at a point of X .
Now let {p} = X ∩ Ci,1. Then the skyscraper supported at p must be fixed by Φ′, because it
admits a restriction mapOCi,1(−1)→ Op and Φ′ fixesOCi,1(−1) = Ψ−1t1i . LetMp denote the
cluster corresponding to p. Then Φ fixes Mp because Φ′ fixes Op. Moreover, Mp has a unique
composition series by the tji , which are all fixed by Φ except possibly t0i . Then Φ must also fix t0i
for i = 1, 2, 3.
Then, since every cluster has a composition series with factors the simple sheaves tji and Φ
fixes the tji for all j = 0, ..., ri − 1, it must also send any cluster to a cluster. In other words, Φ′
sends skyscraper sheaves of points on any exceptional curve Ci to skyscraper sheaves.
Once can then apply [?, Cor. 5.23], which implies that there exists an automorphism φ of
Y ′ such that Φ′(Ot) ' Oφ(t) and Φ′ ' (− ⊗ L) ◦ φ∗ for some line bundle L on Y ′. The
automoprhism φ is the identity, because it is the identity on the dense open complement of X ′.
The Picard group of Tot(ωX) is isomorphic to Pic (X)
⊕
(⊕Z{Ci,j}) hence the only line bundle
fixing the Ψ−1(S) with S ∈ Π is the trivial one. Then, Φ′ ' id as we wished to prove. 
5.3. Proof of main results. Denote by p¯i the composition of the maps Stab†(D) pi−→ Xreg →
Xreg/W˜ . Then we have:
Theorem 5.14. The map
p¯i : Stab†(D)→ Xreg/W˜
is a covering map, and the group Z[2]× Br(D) acts as group of deck transformations.
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Proof. We only need to show that the quotient of Stab†(D) by Z[2] × Br(D) coincides with
Xreg/W˜ . Equivalently, for every pair of stability conditions σ1, σ2 satisfying p¯i(σ1) = p¯i(σ2), we
need to exhibit elements [2n] ∈ Z[2] and Φ ∈ Br(D) such that σ1 = ([2n] · Φ)(σ2).
By Corollary 5.9, it is enough to show this when σ1 ∈ U . Moreover, there are elements Φ ∈
Br(D), k ∈ C, such that σ′2 := (k · Φ)(σ2) lies in U . Then we have
pi(σ′2) = [Φ] · e−ipik · pi(σ2) = [Φ] · e−ipik · pi(σ1)
inD. Since U andD are homeomorphic, this implies that [Φ] = id, k ∈ 2Z, and σ′2 = σ1. 
Let Aut†(D) ⊂ Aut(D) be the subgroup of autoequivalence preserving the region Stab†(D).
Write Aut†∗(D) for the quotient of Aut†(D) by the subgroup of autoequivalences which act triv-
ially on Stab†(D).
Corollary 5.15. There is an isomorphism
Aut†∗(D) ' Z[1]× (Br(D)o Aut(Γ)) ,
Where Aut(Γ) acts on Br(D) by permuting the generators.
Proof. The proof is identical to that of [8, Cor. 1.5]. 
6. Wall-crossing
This section is dedicated to the study of wall-crossing for objects inD. First, we produce stable
objects for a certain stability condition in Stab†(D). We then analyze wall crossing for spherical
and radical classes. We apply these results to obtain a proof of Proposition 5.4. We keep the
notation as above.
6.1. Stability conditions on Coh(X) and B. Geigle and Lenzing define slope stability on a
weighted projective line in [11, Sec. 5]. Define a stability condition τ ′0 := (Z0,Coh(X)) ∈
Stab(X) with
Z0 = − deg +i rk,
where deg(Opiχj) is defined to be− 1ri for all orbifold points pi and all j = 0, ..., ri − 1. Then,
slope stability is equivalent to τ ′0-stability on X . We say that a root α ∈ R ∪ ∆im is positive if
Z0(α) ∈ H ∪ R<0. Results about τ ′0-stability are summarized in [20]:
Theorem 6.1 ([20, Theor. 4.6]). LetX be as above, α ∈ R ∪∆im. Then:
(i) there exists an indecomposable sheaf F of class α if and only if α is a positive root;
(ii) the sheaf F is unique up to isomorphism if α is a real root, and varies in a one-parameter family if
α is imaginary;
(iii) an indecomposable sheaf is τ ′0-semistable, and it is τ ′0-stable if and only if α is primitive.
In virtue of Lemma 4.3, we can regard Z0 as a map defined on K(D), and define a stability
condition τ0 ∈ Stab(D) as (Z0,B). Observe that, by construction, τ0 lies in the boundary of a
fundamental chamber in Stab†(D). We say that an objectE ∈ D is semi-rigid if ext1(E,E) = 2.
Then we have:
Proposition 6.2. Let α ∈ R ∪∆im be a positive root. If α is a real root, there exist a τ0-semistable
spherical sheaf in B of class α. If α is imaginary, there is a one-parameter family of semi-rigid τ0-
semistable sheaves in B of class α. If α is primitive, we can replace semistability with stability.
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Proof. By Theorem 6.1, there exists a τ ′0-semistable sheafE ′ onX of class α. LetE := ι∗(E ′) be
the indecomposable sheaf in B obtained by pushing forward E ′. The sheaf E is τ0-semistable:
since E is supported on X then so must be every subsheaf S ⊂ E. This implies that S = ι∗S ′
for some S ′ ∈ Coh(X). Then, S destabilizesE if and only if S ′ destabilizesE ′.
Next, we show thatE is spherical if α is a real root. As a consequence of Theorem 6.1 we have
that Ext1X(E ′, E ′) = 0, hence Ext1B(E,E) = 0 by Lemma 4.2. On the other hand, since α is
real one must have χ(α, α) = 2, soE is spherical. Similarly, one argues thatE is semi-rigid if α
is imaginary. The claim about stability follows again from Theorem 6.1. 
6.2. Wall-crossing in Stab(D). The latticeK(D) can be equipped with the Mukai pairing
(v,w) := −χ(v,w).
The pairing has a rank 2 radical radχ generated by a and b, and it induces a negative definite
pairing onK(D)/ radχ, since the Euler form onK(D)/ radχ coincides with the Cartan matrix
of the root systemRf , which is positive definite.
Since K(D) is negative semidefinite, the class v of a stable object can only satisfy v2 = 0 or
v2 = −2. In the first case, v belongs to radχ, and we call it a radical class. Classes with v2 = −2
are called spherical classes.
First, notice that sinceK(D) is a discrete lattice, we have a finiteness result for walls:
Proposition 6.3 ([1, Prop. 3.3]). LetD be a triangulated category such thatK(D) is a lattice of finite
rank. Let Stab∗(D) ⊂ Stab(D) be a connected component of its space of stability conditions. Fix
a primitive class v ∈ K(D), and an arbitrary set S ⊂ D of objects of class v. Then there exists a
collection of wallsW Sw, withw ∈ K(D), with the following properties:
(a.) Every wallW Sw is a closed submanifold with boundary of real codimension one;
(b.) The collectionW Sw is locally finite (i.e., every compact subsetK ⊂ Stab∗(D) intersects only a finite
number of walls);
(c.) For every stability conditions (Z,P) ∈ W Sw, there exists a phase φ and an inclusion Fw → Ev in
P(φ) with [Fw] = w and some Ev ∈ S;
(d.) If C ⊂ Stab∗(D) is a connected component of the complement of ∪w∈K(D)W Sw, and σ1, σ2 ∈ C,
then an object Ev ∈ S is σ1-stable if and only if it is σ2-stable.
Recall that σ ∈ Stab(D) is said to be generic with respect to v ∈ K(D) if σ does not lie on
any of the walls of the wall-and-chamber decomposition associated to v. The goal of this section
is to prove the following Theorem.
Theorem 6.4. Let α ∈ R ⊂ K(D) be a positive root. Let σ ∈ Stab◦(D) be generic with respect to
α. Then, there exists a σ-stable objectE of class α. The objectE is rigid if α is a real root, and it varies
in a family if α is imaginary.
We will make use of the following well-known property of K3-categories.
Lemma 6.5 ([14, Prop. 2.9]). Let σ ∈ Stab(D).
(i) If E ∈ D is spherical, then all of its σ-stable factors are spherical;
(ii) if E ∈ D is semi-rigid, then all of its σ-stable factors are spherical, except for possibly one semi-
rigid factor.
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Before moving forward, we recall a construction from [2]. Fix a primitive class v ∈ K(D),
let S be the set of objects of D of class v, and let W = W Sw be a wall of the wall-and-chamber
decomposition of Stab(D) associated tov. Then we can associate toW the rank 2 latticeHW ⊂
K(D):
(15) HW =
{
w ∈ K(D) | Im Z(v)
Z(w)
= 0 for all σ = (Z,P) ∈ W
}
.
The rank of HW is at least 2 because it contains at least v and the linearly independent class
w destabilizing at W . If it had rank bigger than 2, the definition (15) would imply that W has
codimension higher than 1.
For any σ = (Z,P) ∈ W , let Cσ ⊂ HW ⊗ R be the cone spanned by classes γ satisfying
c2 ≥ −2 and Im Z(c)
Z(v)
> 0.
We will refer to Cσ as to the cone of σ-effective classes inHW .
6.2.1. Wall-crossing for spherical classes.
Lemma 6.6. Let v be a primitive spherical class in K(D), and W be a wall for v. Then HW is a
primitive lattice of rank two generated by v and a spherical classw. It is negative definite (with respect
to the restriction of the Mukai pairing). Moreover, there are only three possibilities for the intersection
form, and:
(i) if (v,w) = 0, thenHW contains no spherical classes except for±v and±w;
(ii) if (v,w) = −1, the only spherical classes inHW are±v,±w, and±(v −w);
(iii) if (v,w) = 1, the only spherical classes inHW are±v,±w, and±(v + w).
Proof. We have that v ∈ HW has v2 < 0 and w must be a spherical class by Lemma. 6.5. So
both v and w project to non-zero vectors in K(D)/ rad. The intersection matrix of HW can
be computed onK(D)/ rad, where the Mukai pairing coincides with the opposite of the Cartan
intersection matrix, so it is negative definite.
The signature of the form implies that the determinant of the intersection form be positive,
which rules out all values of (v,w) except for 0 and ±1. The spherical classes are the integer
solutions of
−2 = (xv + yw)2 = −2x2 − 2y2 + 2(v,w)xy
in these three cases. 
LetW be a potential wall for v. Then, we denote by σ0 a stability condition which only lies on
the wallW , and consider a path in Stab(D) passing through σ0 and connecting σ+ and σ−, two
stability conditions lying in adjacent chambers.
Lemma6.7. ForW as above, suppose that there exists an indecomposableσ0-semistable spherical object
E of class v. Then there is a σ+-stable spherical object E+ of class v. Likewise, there exist a σ−-stable
object E− of class v.
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Proof. By Lemma 6.5, the Jordan-Ho¨lder factors of E are spherical objects. In other words, v
can be written as a sum of spherical classes in Cσ0 . If E is σ0-stable, there is nothing to prove.
Otherwise, Lemma 6.6 shows that, up to the sign of w,E has a Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration
B → E → A
whereB,A have class w and v−w, respectively. Observe that Ext1(A,B) = Ext1(B,A) 6= 0
sinceE is indecomposable, and denote byE ′ the non-trivial extension
A→ E ′ → B.
If φσ+(v−w) > φσ+(w) setE+ = E. If φσ+(v−w) < φσ+(w), setE+ = E ′. In any case,
E+ satisfies the assumptions of [2, Lemma 9.3], and hence is σ+-stable. 
6.2.2. Wall-crossing for radical classes.
Lemma 6.8. Let v be a primitive radical class in K(D), andW be a potential wall for v. Then the
intersection matrix ofHW is either the zero matrix or(
0 0
0 −2
)
.
If the intersection form is zero,H is contained in radχ, it contains no spherical classes, andW is not a
wall. Otherwise,H contains a spherical classw.
Proof. Another generator ofHW , w, is either semi-rigid or spherical by Lemma 6.5. If it is semi-
rigid, H contains no spherical classes. Then every σ0-semistable object E of class v must be
stable onW , because it can only have one Jordan-Ho¨lder factor. 
Lemma 6.9. For W as above, suppose that there exists an indecomposable σ0-semistable semi-rigid
object E of class v. Then there is a σ+-stable semi-rigid object E+ of class v. Likewise, there exist a
σ−-stable semi-rigid object E− of class v.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 6.7. If E is σ0-stable there is nothing to prove,
otherwise it must have at least a spherical stable factor. Then one can write v = a + b with
a ∈ Cσ0 spherical, and b ∈ Cσ0 . By Lemma 6.8, the only spherical classes in H are of the form
±w + nv with n ∈ Z; then b has to be spherical as well, and there is only one integer N such
that a := w +Nv and b := −w + (1−N)v are both σ0-effective. Moreover, a and b cannot
be expressed as the sum of other effective spherical classes. This implies that the Jordan-Ho¨lder
filtration ofE is
 : B → E → A.
Since E is indecomposable, () 6= 0 in Ext1(A,B) ' Ext1(B,A), and we can conclude as in
Lemma 6.7. 
Proof of Theorem 6.4. Suppose first that v is a spherical class. Proposition 6.2 shows that up to a
sign there exists a τ0-semistable sheafE which is spherical and indecomposable. Since Stab◦(D)
is connected and τ0 ∈ Stab◦(D), there is a path γ of stability conditions in Stab◦(D) connecting
τ0 and σ.
Observe that the objectsE+ produced in Lemma 6.7 are in turn indecomposable, because they
are stable with respect to some stability condition. Then, we can repeatedly apply Lemma 6.7 and
conclude.
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A similar argument, where one uses Lemma 6.9 instead of Lemma 6.7, works for radical classes.

6.3. Proof ofProposition5.4. In this section, we prove that all stability conditions in Stab◦(D)
satisfy condition (∗) (see Def. 5.3), i.e. that Stab◦(D) = Stab†(D).
It suffices to show that there does not exist a stability conditionσ0 = (Z0,A0) in Stab◦(D) for
which Im Z(b)
Z(a)
= 0. Suppose suchσ0 existed. Acting withC, we may assume thatZ0(a), Z0(b) ∈
R. We further assume that Z0 takes values inQ. Then, choose x, y ∈ Z coprime such that
(16) xZ0(a) + yZ0(b) = 0
and v := xa+ yb is a positive radical vector. Thus, v is a primitive radical vector with Z0(v) =
0. This implies that there exists a neighborhood V ⊂ Stab◦(D) of σ0 such that no σ ∈ V
admits semistable objects of class v, since semistability is a closed condition. But this contradicts
Theorem 6.4.
If Z0 takes values inR, there may be no integer solutions to (16), but for every  > 0 there are
integers x, y such that
|xZ0(a) + yZ0(b)| < 
and v = xa + yb is a primitive radical vector. Choosing   1, the support property implies
that there exists a neighborhood V ⊂ Stab◦(D) of σ0 such that no σ ∈ V admits semistable
objects of class v, and we conclude in the same way.
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